
RateCity helps consumers find and compare financial products to save 

them money and enables brands to reach consumers at key points in 

the finance decision lifecycle. RateCity clients National Australia Bank 

and Westpac Bank both use Partnerize to track their performance 

partner networks, allowing RateCity to build on their integration and 

track additional upstream actions right through to the point of 

conversion. This rich performance data gives them powerful insight and 

enables them to optimize their traffic and onsite engagement, 

converting more new customers for NAB and Westpac.

RateCity use Partnerize’s
API for efficient, real-time 
reporting

RateCity can push 
additional data at point-
of-click to join the dots 
between their traffic-
generating tactics and the 
conversion revenue

RateCity and Partnerize collaborated to develop a real-time solution to 

track session information about customers all the way from click to 

validated conversion; this customer view is now used to optimize the 

RateCity user experience on-going. RateCity’s integration with 

Partnerize enables reporting via the Partnerize API, at anytime, in real-

time.

When dealing with non-Partnerize clients RateCity often had to rely on 

the client sending Excel ‘data dumps’ which then need collating and 

processing. RateCity finds that this limits the opportunities to optimize 

campaigns for these clients. Accessing performance data via 

Partnerize’s API is significantly more efficient.

“We get actionable insights by combining the Partnerize data with Site Catalyst, Google 

Analytics and SalesForce data. RateCity is now able to precisely calculate the conversion rate 

of each traffic source and the ROI.” 

Paul Marshall, CEO



Analyzing the customers’ full path to conversion allows RateCity to 

precisely measure the ROI generated by each traffic source. The traffic 

sent to RateCity clients can come from a variety of sources. Knowing 

the quality of the conversion from a given traffic source allows RateCity

to optimize that particular traffic source. Having real-time, enriched, 

item-level data enhances RateCity’s decision-making by allowing them 

to analyze customer behavior and A/B test page design. It also allows 

them to continually optimize traffic from various sources for 

conversions that drive the best client result.

“Rich data is fundamental to RateCity’s business. Having more information about individual 

conversions also helps RateCity understand the full lifecycle of conversions and consequently 

facilitates optimizing the RateCity site and processes to increase conversion rates for our clients.”

Paul Marshall, CEO

By measuring ROI from specific traffic sources RateCity now optimize 

regularly to drive the best results for their clients 

Being able to analyze customer behaviour through rich, real-time data 

drives continual page design and improvement

Partnerize helps the world's leading brands build powerful business partnerships that drive extraordinary business growth. The 

Partnerize Partner Management Platform (PMP) is an end-to-end, SaaS-based solution for forming, managing, analyzing, and 

predicting the future results of partner marketing programs using artificial intelligence. Hundreds of the world's largest brands 

leverage our real-time technology to manage more than $6B in partner programs and financial exchanges across 214+ countries 

and territories worldwide. To learn more about Partnerize and partner marketing, visit partnerize.com
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